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THE VARIANCE OF INTRACLASS CORRELATION 
INVOLVING GROUPS WITH ONE OBSERVATION 
L. A. SWIGER, W. R. HARVEY', D. 0. EVER SON^ AND I<. E. GREGORY~ 
University of Nebraska and United States Depa~tment of Agriculture 
SUMMARY 
An approximate formula is derived for the variance of int,raclass correlation 
when unequal numbers of observatioils per group occur. The effect on the variance 
of t of adding groups with single observations is examined using the formula and 
results obtained by empirically generating data on a comp~t~er. The empirical results 
indicate that the approximate formula is satisfactory over the range of numbers used. 
Adding a group witjh fewer than the average number of observations per group 
tends to reduce Tit by increasing the degrees of freedom for groups by one, but tends 
to  increase V t  by decreasing the average precision of estimating group means. The 
net effect can be either negative or positive, depending on t ,  s and the ni's. Robertson 
[I9621 pointed out that, when the ratio of the between group mean square to  the 
within group mean square is small, exclusion of groups below half the average size 
will reduce the variance of the between group component. He further suggested a 
method for combining estimates of the between group component when n is highly 
variable. 
Results using the formula show that tJhe point where efficiency is lost when a 
group of size one is added is primarily a function of the number per group, and is 
affected very little by the number of groups. The value of n where groups of size 
one should be excluded is shown graphically for varying levels of t. Increases in 
Tit are demonstrated using the empirical data. The empirical results suggest that 
the increase in V t  may be even larger than the formula indicates, especially for 
large values of t .  Only the addition of groups of size one is studied. Adding small 
groups larger than one would also tend to increase Tit when n and t are small. 
INTRODUCTION 
Intraclass correlation is frequeiltly used in the field of population 
genetics where obseivations are assigaed to groups on the basis of soilze 
genetic relationship. An exailzple is est,iinating heritability froill a 
paternal half-sjb analysis. Often a sire is represented by only one 
progeny. Including such ail obseivatioxl in an  ailalysis adds one degree 
of freedom for estimating the mean square for sires, and leaves the mean 
square for half-sibs unchanged. The gain or loss in precision resulting 
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from adding information from groups with only one observation is 
examined in this paper by using an approxiinate formula for the variance 
of the intraclass correlation and by empirical results. 
RESULTS FROhl  APPROXIMATE FORMULA 
(Swiger and Gregory) 
In  order to evaluate the change in the variance of the intraclass 
correlation when a group with one observation is added, it vas  first 
necessary to develop the formula for this variance with unequal numbers 
of observations per group. The analysis of variance is shown in Table 1, 
where 
N = total number of observations 
s = number of groups 
ni = number of observations in the ith group. 
TABLE 1 
ANALYSISOF VARIBKCB 
Degrees of Sums of Expected Sums 
Source Freedom Squares of Squares 
Groups s - 1  S ( s  - l ) ( u :  + kc:)  
Observations/Groups X - s  E (N - s )  a: 
Then the conlputed intraclass coi~elation is 
where 
1 1 (lc - 1) 1 
a, = - a, = - a, = and a, = ------.(N  - s)k ' ( S  - 1)k ' (N - s)k (s  - 1)k 
The variance of t niay be estiniated using the approxiinate forniula 
for the variance of a ratio. Letting V stand for variance and COV for 
covariance. 
V(Y/X>= ( P * . , / P , ) ~ ( ~ / P :+ CT:/p: - 2 COV y , (1) 
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Assuming that mean squares are distributed as multiples of x2 
with d degrees of freedom 
V (Mean Square) = 2c4/d 
V (Mean of Squares) = 2r4d 
Estimated V (Sun1 of Squares) = 2 (Mean Square)'d (2) 
= 2 (Sum of ~ ~ u a r e s ) ~ / d .  
Cruinp [I9471 has shown that while (2) holds for the within group 
sum of squares with unequal numbers, the variance of the group sum of 
squares is a conlplex function depending on the variability of the n, . 
Using the approxiinate variance of the group sunl of squares computed 
from (2) will have little effect on the results given here, since equal 
ilulnbers of observations per group are assumed prior to adding the group 
with a single observation. 
The necessary quantities are estimated as follon~s: 
8: = a:2E2/(N - s) + ai2S2/(s - I) (since COV 3,S = O), 
COV y, x = a , a , 2 ~ ~ / ( N- s) + a,a,2~'/(s - I) .  
Then the approxllnate variance of the intraclass correlation may be 
obtained by substituting these quantities into (1). Hartley [I9541 used 
this approach to estimate the variance of a heritability estimate com- 
puted from the more complex analysis involving sires, dams, and full- 
sibs. For the analysis in Table 1, substitution in (I) yields 
which reduces to 
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Since (a,al - a2a3)2 reduces to l/k"N - s)'(s - I)', and sums of 
squares can be replaced by their variance-component expectations, 
formula (3) can be rewritten as 
It is readily observed that, by assuming equal numbers of observa- 
tion per group ( k  = n, N = ns), the expression reduces to Fisher's [19,j4] 
forinula for the variance of an intraclass correlation if a factor (N - 1)/N 
is reinoved. This last terin rapidly approaches unity as the total nunlber 
of observatiolls increases. If the groups are scts of paternal half-sibs 
and mating is at random, under certain assunzptions 4t estimates 
heritability and 16 T i t  estimates the variance of heritability. 
The change (A) in the variance of t nhen a group with a single ob- 
servation is added nlay be exalllined to determine the gain or loss of 
precisioa. Letting (') refer to the estimate including the added datum, 
A T T ~= ~t - 17t' 
which equals 
.{k'TN - l)s[l $ (lc - l)tI2 - 7c2(s- l)N[l + (k' - l ) t I2) .  
The last tern1 determines the sign. The change in the variance of 
t may be evaluated allowing t, s and k to vary one a t  a time. The point 
where the change in the variance changes from negative to positive 
governs the addition of the datum in question. The problem may be ex- 
amined rather easily if equal numbers are assumed prior to the addition 
of the single observation, so that n: is not an additional variable. 
Then 
k' = n - n(n - l)/(ns $ 1). 
The change in the variance of t was evaluated, letting t vary froln 
.01 to .99, k from 2 to 100 and s from 10 to 1000. Figure 1 is a graph 
of AVt for t = .lo. The number of groups has little effect on the value 
of k where the sign of AVt changes, especially for large values of t. 
When s ranges from 10 to 1000, the value of k a t  which AVt changed sign 
rounds to the same whole number until t gets as small as .05. The 
relationship between t and the value of k when AVt changes sign is 
shown in Figure 2. The values graphed are for s = 1000: however, as 
pointed out above, changes in s have little effect on these values. The 
number per group is 101 when t = .01, and falls below 2 a t  about t = .35. 
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FIGURE 1 

AVt WHEN A GROCPWITH ONE OBSERVATION 
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FIGURE 2 
THE VALUE OF n FOR WHICH AVt CHAI~GES AGAINST = 1000SIGN PLOTTED t FOR s 
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RESULTS FROM EhlPIRIC,IL STUDY 
(Harueg and Everson) 
Replicate sets of data were generated by Monte Carlo techniques on 
an IBAl 1620 computer. Each set of data was then analyzed by con- 
ventional nlethods to obtain the intraclass correlation. The variance in 
intraclass correlations anlong replicate sets of data gives an enlpirical 
estimate of the variance of the intraclass correlation. A selected set 
of 3750 random standardized nornlal deviates IT-as stored in the com- 
puter, and these were chosen at  randon1 to generate the observations. 
The same set of randoin normal deviates was used in all runs. The set 
used xas  selected from 15 such sets, which had been conlputed fro111 
generated randoln uniform numbers, as having the distribution that 
most nearly approxiinated the theoretical distribution. 
The observations ( y z 7 )were generated froin the randoin norlllal 
deviates as follo-cvs: 
where g, is the random nornlal deviate selected for the it11 group, and e, ,  
is the randanl nornlal deviate selected for the jth observation in the zth 
group, multiplied by u, . Hence, the variance component for groups 
was al~vays expected -lo be unity and the tvithh group variance corn- 
poilent T V ~ Sexpected to be crt . 
The numbers of groups generated were 23, 50, 100, and 200. The 
nunlbers of observations generated per group were 2, 4, G,  10, 15, 20 and 
50. For each of these 28 coillbinations of nuinbers of groups and num- 
bers per group, replicate sets of data were generated separately for .03 
and .10 intraclass correlaiion, both with equal nunlbers and with the 
addition of single observation groups. The numbers of groups ~ ~ i t h  
single observations that were added were 6 ,  12, 23 and 50, for the num- 
bers of groups with equal frequency of 25, 50, 100 and 200, respectively. 
(In prelilninary luns, it n as found that the change in the variance of the 
intraclass correlation due to the addition of oilly one group with a single 
observation could not be established accurately without an extreillely 
large number of replications.) 
A conlparison of the standard errors obtained for the intraclass cor- 
relation by using the approshnation forlnula (3)  xvith those obtained 
empirically is given in Table 2. The nunlber of replications on ~vhich the 
enlpirical estiiilates are based is given in the last column of Table 2. 
The number of replicates n~ade  in each case was the nuinber required to 
give a standard error of approxinlately .003 for the mean ernpirically- 
calculated intraclass correlation whell the paranleter ( t )  w a ~.050. 
Standard Crrora of Intraclass Correlatio~ls 
Approsi~n:ition Formula Empirical Cstirnatcs 
No. Ohs. 1 = .05 	 t = .05 t = .10 No.- T i - I---per -------------- I~cylli-
iiroups Gruiip I3ilual Uneilud' :  1 , Eijual U~rerliial I Equal  Ullciltial 1 Eililal Cncilual cates -.--- -- --- -. --
26 	 2 ,202 .210 ,200 ,206 ,195 ,205 ,107 ,203 6500 
4 ,091 ,095 ,097 ,100 ,091 ,083 007 099 1300 
6 .062 ,065 ,071 ,072 ,061 ,065 ,068 ,071 622 
10 .042 ,043 ,052 ,053 .04l .0-I6 .0:3 . 0 3  280 
1:, ,032 ,033 .043 ,042 ,031 .031 ,040 ,040 16.5 
20 ,027 ,027 ,039 ,037 ,020 ,030 ,085 .030 120 
? -
a11 .019 ,018 ,031 ,029 ,019 ,022 ,028 ,030 64 
200 2 ,071 .C74 .070 ,073 .070 

4 ,032 ,038 ,034 ,035 ,032 

6 ,022 .023 ,025 ,025 ,022 

10 ,015 ,015 ,018 ,018 ,012 

15 ,011 ,011 .0i5 ,015 ,011 

20 ,010 ,010 .013 ,013 .011 

.ii) ,007 .OOG ,011 ,010 .005 

- .-- --
T e e  tes t  for type of urieijiial frequency consiilereil. 
'The dlCe~eace beiss-ecn the stnnciard ciror of tlie intraclass corrcla- 
tion as eonlputcd with the approximation formula (-2) and the &loilte 
Carlo estimate i5 given in Table 3 for each case considered. I11addition, 
Table 3 gives the change expected in the standard error wheil single 
obsel-vation groups are added as estiinateed by the two methods. These 
dlffereilces clearly shorn that, for the coillblilations of nuillbers chosen 
for study, the approxiillate fornlula for the standard error of the iiztra- 
class correlation is entirely satisfactory. KO appreciable bias exists, for 
these combinations of nunlbers, in the standard error calculatcd with 
the approxiillation formula. 
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The empirical results in the last two columns of Table 3 support 
the conclusion reached froin the calculations made with the approximate 
forillula that the addition of single observation groups will actually 
increase the variance of the intraclass correlation in nlany cnsos. Tllero 
is a suggestion froill the eillpirical results that  this increase in variaricc 
is even more important than i~~dicated by the for~nula, espc~ciallp ivith 
larger intraclass correlations. 
1 Formula at - Empirical ot 1 Cilual r; - Unequal r r r  
I 
So .  Obs. / t = .05 t = .10 1 For~ni~la  Emixrical Est. 
of ,,er ------------ IGroups I a l L e u E u a l  e q i = 0 L = .10 t = .05 t = , l oI 
*See t l s t  for tb-pe of unequal frecluellcy considered. 
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